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The aim of the research 

 

Emil Delmar was an outstanding citizen collector of the 20th century, who 

contributed to the collections of great museums in Hungary and as well as abroad. The 

quotation of Horatio was mentioned by him several times referring to his collection’s 

desired fate.  

Delmar’s donated artefacts for the Hungarian Museum of Fine Arts, the National 

Museum and the Museum of Applied Arts, he founded a scholarship for applied arts 

students and was known to be a great art historian as well. Delmar is most renowned for 

his second collection which he assessed in the first half of the 20th century, after his first, 

Eastern collection. Outstanding sculptures and applied art artefacts form the backbone of 

his collection which serves both as a starting point and a basis for the current dissertation. 

  

This dissertation is a study based on contemporary sources, its primary goal is to 

describe Delmar and his collection from a perspective as wide as possible. After 

collecting Oriental artefacts Delmar started collecting European sculpture and applied 

artefacts. This direction in collecting was inspired by scientific ideas of professionals of 

the museums. They respected very much the ideas of the great “museum master”, 

museum director and art historian Wilhelm von Bode who had a great effect on 

Hungarian professional, or museum collecting by giving an exact direction in collecting, 

elaborating the display of artefacts in private and museum space and equalizing painting, 

sculpture and decorative artefacts, European and Eastern art. He had also a method the 

so-called “System Bode” to involve private collectors into the process of official museum 

collecting. 

The main issues were that what circumstances shaped the collection and the 

process of collecting, and how these circumstances influenced the disintegration and the 

legal issues following the disintegration. The study also examines the assessment of the 

collection from the perspective of Delmar’s extensive relationships, how his links with 

contemporary museologists, his relationship with the Hungarian and international 

profession influenced the collection, and how the museums and professionals turn the 

fate of the collection after Delmar’s death. In addition, the study also provides a (virtual) 
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reconstruction of the collection, discusses the provenance of the various artefacts, puts 

the Delmar collection into the wider perspective of the history of artefact collection, and 

presents the collection’s possible international connection points as well.  

The dissertation presents the goals of the research and the sources necessary in the 

order set forth above. Basicly the findings and results of the research are not likely to 

cause fundamental changes in how we see Delmár and his collection, it will surely 

provide a more thorough and more subtle analysis of contemporary collecting, the 

collector Delmár, his network of relationships and last but not least of the collection and 

its destiny.  

 

Research methodology 

 

An interdisciplinary research methodology suited the original aims of the study 

best, namely to present Delmar and his collection from the widest perspective possible. 

The basic means of research was the study and analysis of sources in several 

Hungarian archives, research centres and museum departments and in similar institutions 

abroad. The contemporary print press, exhibition catalogues, yearbooks, correspondence, 

other documentation, photos and the contemporary documents of one of Delmár’s 

Hungarian inheritors also contributed to get a more subtle view on the collection and its 

history. 

  Apart from the analysis of archives, the exploration of Delmar’s extensive 

network of relationships provided a new insight as well, though this means of research is 

not entirely separated from the other means presented above and also based on Delmar’ 

correspondence. The study of Delmár’s connections highlights the possible circle of 

people who could have contributed to the shaping of the Delmár collection, and it also 

reveals the roles these relationships played in the life of the Delmár artefacts that 

remained in Hungary or were transported abroad after the disintegration.   

Nowadays, the internet has become an inevitable means of research because of the 

reliable and significant online databases. Especially American museums provide such 

distinctive online databases due to the current interest in the research on the Holocaust 

and on the provenience of artefacts.  
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In addition to the sources listed above, another means of research was to analyse 

the relevant documents on the history of artefact collection during the examination of 

archives.  

The research on the provenance of the various artefacts served as another means 

of research as well. 

Last, but not least oral history as a research method also played a significant part 

in the findings of the current study. As a researcher, I managed to contact Delmár’s 

collateral inheritors and established a good relationship with them. Our discussions 

included the destiny of several artefacts, family memories and other relevant pieces of 

information that could not have been accessed otherwise. 

 Recently, two scholarships helped my research. The first was the Klebelsberg 

Kuno Scholarship to Berne, Switzerland where I could study the documents relating to 

the exhibition of the Delmar collection in 1939-40. The other was the Eötvös Hungarian 

State Scholarship to London for three months. I could consult documentations relating to 

Delmar housed in the Victoria and Albert Museum’s Registry and become more 

acquainted with the history of collecting in general. I had the opportunity to obtain 

several important documents housed by The Getty Research Institute as well. 

I could also meet the artefacts of the late Delmar collection in Hungarian Museums.  

 

The main results of the research 

 

 Contemporary researchers and art historians are fascinated by Emil Delmár’s 

personality and collection for several reasons: the abundance of sources reveal interesting 

details not only about the collection but also about its assessment, which enables a better 

understanding of Delmár’s time as well. In addition, such a rich array of sources sheds 

light on the facts and circumstances that supported the creation of the collection, namely 

on Delmár’s family, background, personality and his relationship with Hungarian and 

international museum professionals. These relationships convinced Delmár to transform 

his Eastern artefact collection and to adopt a new line in his collection. 
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First of all, Delmar’s personality and family background was studied and 

reconstructed through archival documents which were unknown to the art historic 

discourse. 

Delmár’s connections to museologists could be followed by his correspondence 

housed in museums abroad and some owned by one of his heir in Hungary. We had only 

rudimental knowledge about the intentions of Delmár’s professional collecting so 

thorough investigation was needed to have reliable sources and material in this field. 

The transformation of Delmar’s Eastern collection and the change in the direction of 

collecting was thanked to these connections. In Delmár’s times, Wilhelm von Bode’s 

publications, exhibitions and collecting methods demonstrated his philosophy and 

professional knowledge best which had a great impact on other professionals in Hungary 

such as Jenő Radisics, Károly Csányi, Elek Petrovics and Simon Meller. Professionals 

then played a significant role in creating and transmitting his views to contemporary 

collectors like Delmár who was inclined towards those collection methods that follow a 

certain standards or pre-set museum values and priorities. These information could be 

traced in correspondence, annual books, contemporary press, auction catalogues and 

relating literature as well. 

This related strongly to the fact that Delmar was the donator of the Museum of Fine Arts, 

the Museum of Applied Arts and the Hungarian National Museum and established a 

scholarship to talented applied art artists. This later information was absolutely unknown 

before. 

To reconstruct the collection and the disintegration of it was crucial to apply for 

scholarships abroad which helped to meet the necessary documents relating to these 

processes.  

The collection boasted small renaissance and baroque bronze statues, renaissance 

plaquettes, authentic stone models, sculpture from the Middle Ages, renaissance and 

baroque relieves. Among the Hungarian collections, Delmár’s collection of applied art 

artefacts was by all means outstanding, it included carpets, various pieces of furniture, as 

well as china, ivory and decorative artefacts, ceramics, textiles, and vestments. 

The collection was exhibited several times in Hungary and abroad as well and many 

museologists and professionals wrote about the pieces of his collection. Some 
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museologists were on friendly terms with Delmar as Károly Csányi, Simon Meller and 

Edith Hoffmann. 

Delmár’s work clearly shows his intention to offer his collection for his home 

country, Hungary. He frequently referred to a line of his favourite poet, Horatio: “Exegi 

monumentum, aere perennius” – but unfortunately, he could not achieve his goal due to 

the precedents and onset of the second world war. 

The disintegration of Delmár’s collection began when Delmár was forced to emigrate 

from Hungary. In order to earn a living, Delmár needed to auction his artefacts with the 

help of artefact merchants and sold them to great museums, mainly for American ones. 

This was again unknown for scholars before. The fragment that remained in Hungarian 

museums has a long history of legal ownership disputes, not entirely void of scandals. 

This could not be discussed before due to legal and personality rights. 

  

Nowadays, the vast majority of artefacts are placed in public collections, namely in the 

Museum of Fine Arts and in the Museum of Applied Arts Budapest, which ensures the 

preservation of these artefacts for the generations to come, though it is not Delmar’s real 

intention. He would have preferred to keep the collection together to remain in its 

original context.  
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